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Abstract
Familial severe hypodontia of the permanent dentition is a rare condition. The genetics of this entity remains unclear and several modes of inheritance have been suggested. We report here an increase in the number of congenitally missing teeth after the mating of affected subjects from two unrelated Norwegian families. This condition may be the result of allelic mutations at a single gene locus. Alternatively, incompletely penetrant non-allelic genes may show a synergistic effect as expected for a multifactorial trait with interacting gene products. This and similar kindreds may allow identification of genes involved in growth and differentiation of dental tissues by linkage and haplotype association analysis. Brittle nails, delayed growth of the hair, and delayed teething in the probands support the grouping of these conditions among the ectodermal dysplasias.
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Hypodontia is interesting to the human geneticist because it constitutes one of the most widespread polymorphisms in man.\(^1\) Few dental traits have commanded more attention among the general population and the dental profession than hypodontia.\(^2\) The mechanisms underlying hypodontia remain obscure. Congenitally missing teeth tend to run in families.\(^3\) Some investigators consider hypodontia to be the result of a single dominant gene. The classical family study of hypodontia was performed by Grahnm\(^4\) on parents and sibs of 171 affected persons. He concluded that, in the majority of cases, hypodontia is mainly determined by a dominant autosomal gene pattern with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity. Other studies suggest autosomal recessive and sex linked inheritance patterns\(^5\) or favour a polygenic hypothesis.\(^6\)

In a review on the inheritance patterns of congenital absence of teeth, Graber\(^6\) concluded that severe hypodontia is a result of defects in a closely linked polygenic system that regulates the timing and spatial development of dental tissues, most often transmitted in an autosomal dominant pattern with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity.

There are indications that different types of hypodontia may be caused by different genetic and epigenetic factors.\(^7\) In a large study of tooth number and size in British schoolchildren, excluding patients with more widespread abnormalities, Brook\(^8\) favoured a multifactorial model with a continuous spectrum, related to tooth number and size, with thresholds, and where position on the scale depends upon the combination of numerous genetic and environmental factors, each with a small effect. In this study the proportion of affected relatives varied with the severity of the condition in the probands and an association between hypodontia and microdontia was noted.

Other causes of hypodontia have been suggested and include an evolutionary trend towards fewer teeth,\(^9\) infections during pregnancy and early childhood, hormonal dysfunction, which itself may be inherited, and various environmental factors.\(^10\)

There are indications that different genetic mechanisms control the development of permanent succedaneous and molar teeth.\(^11\) The permanent molars result from a posterior growth of the dental lamina in the last months of fetal life continuing into the first years after birth. The succedaneous tooth buds, on the other hand, are formed concomitantly with the primary dentition in early fetal life, but further development is arrested until birth.\(^12\) The mode and site of gene action are also unknown. Animal studies have suggested that hypodontia arises when the cell mass of an undeveloped tooth germ falls below a critical size.\(^13\) Teeth are typical examples of organs developing from epithelial and mesenchymal tissues. Their growth and morphogenesis are regulated by a number of growth factor genes expressed in these two tissue components.\(^14\) Therefore, aberrations in one or more of these basic genes regulating epithelial-mesenchymal interactions during the growth of teeth could play important roles in hypodontia.

Severe hypodontia is most often observed in association with certain inherited disorders and syndromes such as cherubism (familial fibrous dysplasia of the jaw),\(^15\) Kallin syndrome,\(^16\) incontinentia pigmenti,\(^17\) and the ectodermal dysplasias (ED).\(^18-20\) Occasionally, hypodontia is observed in patients with no other external signs of hereditary disease. Such "non-syndromic" dental agenesis is seldom an isolated phenomenon; rather it appears to be linked to other dental changes such as microdontia and reduced crown size of the remaining teeth,\(^21\) taurodontism,\(^22\) and the overall rate of dental development.\(^23\) In a study on 167 patients
with hypodontia and 135 healthy controls, Schalk-van der Weide et al. found no clear associations between congenitally missing teeth and other ectodermal symptoms. However, they concluded that if the number of missing teeth is large or if the most stable teeth, that is, the maxillary central incisors and the first molars, are missing, the patient should be examined carefully for symptoms of ectodermal dysplasia.

We present here a Norwegian family where hypodontia was aggravated after the mating of unrelated affected subjects. The probands also have other ectodermal signs. The inheritance of this particular condition and a putative association with ectodermal dysplasia are discussed.

Materials, methods, and results

FAMILY HISTORY

The families, both white Norwegian, are not related, and appear normal, both physically, mentally, and socially. All members of the families receive regular dental care by private dentists.

The families, consisting of 50 people in four generations (fig 1), were asked to fill in questionnaires and agreed to make their dental records available through their private dentists. All family members, except the youngest proband, had developed normal primary dentition, but six cases of congenitally missing permanent teeth were reported. Except for the conditions observed in the probands, no other signs of hereditary disorders were reported in these families. The probands, two sisters, were referred to the Dental Hospital, University of Oslo for evaluation and treatment of severe hypodontia of their permanent dentition. They are the only children of parents who also exhibit congenitally missing permanent teeth. Their mother has two other affected relatives, an uncle and a niece, but there are no other known cases in the family of the father (fig 1).

The probands, their parents, and their children as well as their affected relatives were examined clinically and radiographically at the Dental Hospital, University of Oslo.

CLINICAL INFORMATION (TABLE)

Probands

Case 1, the older sister, was examined in 1970, aged 8 years, and again in 1993, aged 31 years. Bilateral congenital hip dislocation was corrected surgically in early childhood, and she had experienced an asthmatic condition. Onset of her scalp hair growth was within the normal range. Her scalp hair is abundant and blonde, with a colour not differing conspicuously from that of her unaffected relatives. She has no current symptoms in her skin, hair, nails, eyebrows, sweat secretion, tear secretion, eyes, or hearing. Her facies and maxillomandibular relationship are normal.

Both oral examinations showed a mixed dentition with primary as well as permanent teeth present. The morphology of both primary and permanent teeth appeared normal, but when compared to the mean values reported for white populations a significantly reduced mesiodistal diameter of the crowns of 11 (6-8 mm), 21 (6-5 mm), and 23 (6-1 mm) was noted. Eruption of the succedaneous teeth is severely delayed (fig 2a). No visible malformations or aberrations in other oral tissues were found.

Radiographic examination showed that she was congenitally missing 11 permanent teeth: five succedaneous maxillary teeth (15, 14, 12, 22, and 25), two succedaneous mandibular teeth (35 and 45), and all four third molars.

Figure 1 Pedigree of the family in which six cases of hypodontia and microdontia were found. Note the aggravation of the condition after mating of two differently affected persons. The probands, marked with arrows, also have other ectodermal symptoms. Symptoms are given under each affected subject.
Mating of cases 3 and 4 causes aggravation of the condition in their offspring. Both the parents’ conditions are expressed in the probands, and the penetrance and expressivity of the genes involved are accentuated when they are simultaneously present. Different phenotypic appearances in the parents suggest that the condition in the offspring is a result of two different allelic mutations at a single gene locus. Alternatively, incompletely penetrant non-allelic genes may show a synergistic effect as expected in a multifactorial trait with interacting gene products. In this particular pedigree they behave then as “major” genes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Missing or (micro)teeth</th>
<th>Other symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 3 father</td>
<td>18 15</td>
<td>25 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4 mother</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1 older proband</td>
<td>18 15 14 12 (22)</td>
<td>Reduced tooth crown sizes, delayed teething, taurodontism, cong hip dislocation, asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2 younger proband</td>
<td>18 15 12 22 23 28</td>
<td>Reduced tooth crown sizes, delayed teething, taurodontism, delayed hair growth, brittle nails and hair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(18, 28, 38, and 48). Furthermore, 16, 17, 26, 27, and probably 36 and 46 are taurodont in form. Other osseous mandibular and maxillary structures appear normal (fig 2a).

Case 2, the younger sister, was first examined in 1972, also aged 8 years. She was re-examined in 1993 when she was aged 29. She reported that the onset of growth of the hair on her scalp was delayed until she was more than 3 years old, and that her nails always have been very brittle. She has no current symptoms in the skin, eyebrows, sweat secretion, tear secretion, eyes, or hearing. Her facies and maxillo-mandibular relationship are normal.

Both oral examinations showed a mixed dentition with primary as well as permanent teeth present. As in her sister, the tooth morphology appeared normal, but a significantly reduced mesiodistal diameter of the crowns of 14 (5-5 mm), 13 (6-1 mm), 11 (6-3 mm), 21 (6-1 mm), 24 (5-4 mm), 34 (5-6 mm), 33 (5-5 mm), 32 (4-1 mm), 42 (4-3 mm), 43 (5-4 mm), and 44 (5-5 mm) was noted. Her tooth eruption was severely delayed; her second molars were still not visible when she was 16 years old (fig 2b). She also reported that her primary dentition missed two mandibular incisors, probably 72 and 82. Two primary mandibular incisors resembling 71 and 81 were present at the first examination. Other oral tissues appeared normal.

Aged 29 she displays abundant and normal looking scalp hair, although she states that her hair is slow growing and quite brittle. Her hair is blonde with a colour not differing conspicuously from that of her relatives. Her nails are still very brittle, she cuts them rarely and must apply cosmetics to keep them intact. She exhibits no manifestation of infectious nail diseases, her blood values are within normal limits, and intensive vitamin B, iron, and calcium treatment have had virtually no effect.

Radiographic examinations showed that she is congenitally missing 10 permanent teeth: three succedaneous maxillary teeth (12, 22, and 23) and three succedaneous mandibular teeth (31, 41, and 45). All four third molars (18, 28, 38, and 48) are also missing. Furthermore, 16, 17, 26, 27, and probably 36 and 46 are taurodont in form and 15 is impacted. Other osseous mandibular and maxillary structures appear normal (fig 2b). Aged 7 years, x rays of her mandibular incisor region showed that 32 and 42 were located and erupting distal to the two deciduous incisors present, supporting the assumption that the missing deciduous teeth were actually 72 and 82. Unfortunately, there are no x rays that might confirm the early location of the tooth buds.

Figure 2 (a) Panoramic x ray of case 1, aged 12 years, showing dental agenesis of 11 permanent teeth. Tooth eruption is delayed, the canines, premolars, and second molars have not yet started to erupt. (b) Panoramic x ray of case 2, aged 16 years, showing dental agenesis of 10 permanent teeth. The upper right second premolar (15), is impacted: Tooth eruption is severely delayed; the second molars have still not erupted at this late age. Both cases show a reduction in the size of some of the succedaneous tooth crowns. Deciduous teeth are marked.
SECONDARY CASES
Case 3 is the probands’ father. He has agenesis of two maxillary second premolars (15 and 25) and all four third molars (18, 28, 38, and 48). Furthermore, 16 and 26 and probably 17 and 27 are taurodont in form. His maxillary lateral incisors 12 and 22 appear normal, but his left maxillary canine is impacted. The size of his teeth are all within normal limits. He has no current symptoms in the skin, hair, nails, eyebrows, sweat secretion, tear secretion, eyes or hearing. His facies and maxillomandibular relationship are normal.

Case 4 is the probands’ mother. She has agenesis of the right maxillary lateral incisor (12) and her left lateral incisor (22) is small and peg shaped. She has developed a full set of third molars. There are no signs of taurodontism and her tooth sizes are within normal limits. She reports a mild asthmatic condition. She has no current symptoms in the skin, hair, nails, eyebrows, sweat secretion, tear secretion, eyes, or hearing. Her facies and maxillomandibular relationship are normal.

Case 5 is a female cousin of the probands. She is congenitally missing both maxillary lateral incisors (12 and 22) and her left mandibular third molar (38). There are no signs of taurodontism and her tooth sizes are within normal limits. She has no current symptoms in the skin, hair, nails, eyebrows, sweat secretion, tear secretion, eyes, or hearing. Her facies and maxillomandibular relationship are normal.

Case 6 is an uncle of the probands’ mother. His dentition shows agenesis of the right maxillary lateral incisor (12) and his left maxillary lateral incisor (22) is small and peg shaped. There are no signs of taurodontism and his tooth sizes are within normal limits. He has no current symptoms in the skin, hair, nails, eyebrows, sweat secretion, tear secretion, eyes, or hearing. His facies and maxillomandibular relationship are normal.

The probands’ grandfather (case 7) and an aunt (case 8) are carriers by deduction. They both exhibit normal dentition and their ectodermal tissues appear normal. The probands each have one child. Case 1 has a daughter born in 1992 and case 2 has a daughter born in 1994. Neither of these children show any signs of missing primary teeth or any other ectodermal developmental defects so far.

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Hair from the probands and their parents was viewed in a Phillips 5 515 scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an EDAX® 9900 energy dispersive x ray analyser. The hair samples were layered with an ultrathin layer of carbon and analysed to detect the quantities of elements present. Hair from three people not related to the probands was analysed as controls. The ultrastructure and composition of the hair from the probands did not differ significantly from the controls, although the hair shafts from the youngest sister (case 2) had a somewhat smaller diameter than the other samples examined. No longitudinal depressions, loss of cuticle cells, or exposed cortex fibres consistent with the findings in X linked ED²⁵ and hidrotic ED²⁶ were found.

Discussion
The probands’ father shows agenesis of the teeth in the premolar and molar area. The inheritance pattern of his condition remains uncertain because of the small number of members and affected persons in this family, but that both daughters have inherited the condition is consistent with a dominant mode of inheritance. The probands’ mother exhibits only frontal agenesis of the permanent teeth, and this is also the case for the other affected persons in her family. Her condition appears to be an autosomal one, affecting both sexes, involving a gene with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity.

Since different segments of the jaw are affected differently in the conditions of the mother and the father, it is likely that they constitute two phenotypic variants of hypodontia.

The probands have a condition considerably more severe than the mere sum of their parents’ anomalies. The most straightforward explanation for this is that the parents are heterozygous and both affected daughters are homozygous for mutations at a single predisposing gene locus and are thus more severely affected. Also, the other ectodermal findings in the daughters suggest a dosage phenomenon since neither parent is affected. This explanation is also consistent with the observation that the most severe hypodontias are reported in association with single gene conditions, like the two X linked hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasias²⁶ and incontinentia pigmenti.²⁷

The different phenotypic appearance in the parents, on the other hand, suggests two different mutations. In this family these mutations then mutually influence the penetrance of each other, causing the observed aggravation of the condition. This is most easy to envisage if the predisposing genes are different allelic mutations at the same gene locus. In this way both the dosage phenomenon observed in the daughters and the different phenotypic appearances in the parents can be explained. Mutations at two separate gene loci cannot, however, be excluded if they show an epigenetic effect on each other as part of a multifactorial system. In this particular pedigree they behave then as “major” genes. The younger daughter exhibits teeth (for example, 15 and 25) that are missing in her father. This, and the fact that the daughters are differently affected by the condition, suggests a trait with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity.

The observed taurodont teeth and reduction in tooth crown sizes in the probands are known associations with hypodontia,²² and suggest that the underlying mechanisms of this particular condition affect tooth development at several stages.
The presence of permanent teeth corresponding to the apparently missing deciduous mandibular incisors in case 2 is not easily explained. Clinically and radiographically this seems to be the case, but it is not consistent with current understanding of succedaneous tooth development, since these teeth develop from the same epithelial structures that form the deciduous tooth germ. The most likely explanation for this observation is therefore that the eruption positions of the succedaneous incisors are altered owing to the missing deciduous teeth, and that both primary and permanent mandibular incisors originate from the same early tooth germ. If this is not the case, then different mechanisms must underlie the growth of primary and succedaneous teeth.

Studies on epithelial-mesenchymal signalling and the establishment of a new method for restricted “knock out” of gene expression have recently confirmed the role of several genes in tooth development that may be involved in such mechanisms.

Severe dental aberrations, like those seen in the probands, are seldom a separate entity. Several authors have suggested that hypodontia is a “microform” of ED. Recently, 155 different variants of ED were reported by Pinheiro and Freire-Maia. Since dentists have little experience with diseases and malformations in extroral tissues and their examinations are limited to the mouth and teeth, other symptoms of ED may escape their attention. Because of this, mild ectodermal dysplasias with oral manifestations may be under-reported entities. Besides aberrations in the permanent dentition, the probands in this study also exhibit agenesis of the primary dentition, delayed teething, hair and nail dysgenesis, bilateral congenital hip dislocation, and an asthmatic condition. Hypodontia and hip dislocation are frequently reported in focal dermal hypoplasias, whereas hypodontia and asthmatic conditions are well known associations with the hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasias. A similar case of hypodontia in two sisters has also been described associated with an autosomal recessive localised epidermolysis bullosa simplex and named Kal- lin syndrome. Also the Kallin gene mutation may have some penetrance in the heterozygous state since both the otherwise healthy parents of the Kallin sisters lacked their third molars. Our probands, however, did not show any extraoral manifestations of localised EB simplex, incontinentia pigimenti, focal dermal hypoplasia, or cbniosis. Neither were we able to confirm a diagnosis of ED based on SEM examination of the hair. However, the clinical findings in the probands are consistent with the ectodermal dysplasias. We therefore propose to include this condition in the group of ED diseases, possibly within the tricho-odontonychial subgroup.

Conclusion
The probands in this study suffer from inherited severe hypodontia affecting both succedaneous teeth and permanent molars. Taurodontism, reduced tooth crown sizes, and missing primary teeth are other oral manifestations. The trait seems to be a dominant one with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity, being aggravated when the genes involved are concomitantly expressed. Different phenotypic appearances in the parents suggest that the condition in the offspring is a result of two different allelic mutations at a single gene locus. Alternatively, incompletely penetrant non-allelic genes may show a synergistic effect, as expected in a multifactorial trait with interacting gene products. In this particular pedigree they behave then as “major” genes.

Other ectodermal findings in the probands are consistent with the ectodermal dysplasias. We therefore propose to include this condition in the group of ED diseases.
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